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INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

The Center for Social Organization of Schools has two primary

objectives: to develop a scientific knowledge of how schools affect

their students, and to use this knowledge to develop better school

practices and organization.

The Center works through five programs to achieve its objectives.

'TIC Academic Games program has developed simulation games for use in

the classroom, and is studying the processes through which games teach

and evaluating the effects of games on student learning. The Social

Accounts program is examining how a student's education affects his

actual occupational attainment, and hot/ education results in different

vocational outcomes fol.- blacks and whites, The Talents and Competencies

program is studying the effects of educational experience on a wide

range of human talents, competencies and personal disvositions, in

order to formulate -- and research -- important educational goals other

than tzaditional academic achievement. The School Organization program

is currertly concerned with the effects of student participation in

social and educational decision making, the structure of competition

and cooperation, formal reward systems, ability-grouping in schools,

effects of school quality, and applications of expectation theory in

the schools. The Careers and Curricula program bases its work upon a

theory of careers. It has developed a self-administered vocational

guidance device to promote vocational development and to foster

:,ati:;fying curricular decisions for high school, college, awl adult

populat'ons.

f:Iis report, prepared as part 0. .he School Organization program,

discusses how individt .ls accept anq information, and serves

as a reference for social scientists to exa:aine the utilization of

expectation theory in raising the self-evaluations of school children.
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ABSTRACT

Six alternative models of the ways in which individua7s accept

and organize information from potential sources are proposed.

Parameter estimates are obtained from a set of experiments (n = 110),

and the models are tested against data from an independent set of

experiments (n = 114). Results of the tests favor a simple additive

model. go of the models proposed are elaborations of ideas recently

proposed by BLrger and Finek (1970), and results of our tests are

consistent with theirs, Possible application of the models to

extensions of this experimental situation and to natural settings are

discussed.
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Self-Concept and Information Theory

Self-concept, according to the tradition growing from the writings

of Cooley (1902) and Mead (1934), is dependent upon the attitudes and

opinions of others. If we restrict attention to evaluative aspects of

the self, then this tradition would assert that the individual's high

or low self-evaluation is a function of the positive and negative

evaluations he receives from others. Moreover, the self-evalu?",:ion is

dependent upon the evaluations received from a pa7:ticular kind of

others, "significant others," in Sullivan's (1947) terminolcu. In

this paper we propose and Lest alternative models intend-A to describe

more precisely the processes by which the self incorporates others'

evaluations.

The proposed models are tested by application to a series of

laboratory eideriments in which 224 subjects participated. The experi-

mental designs were developed in order to test propositions related to

the developm,!nt of conceptions of ability of self and ethers. One of

the early experiments was a test of the proposition that a crucial

detclinant of whether an other could be a significant other -- that is,

w:lose evaluations "mabtered" to the individual -- das the individ-

ual's perception of the other's ability at the task. An evaluator who

was perceived to have high ability to perform the task himself was

predicted to be accepted as a significant other: the individual would

accept leis evaluations of performance and fond ability conception9

based upon them. On the other hand, if the evaluator were perceived to

have low ability, the individual was predicted to be far less likely

to "cognize" the evaluations, or to incorporate them into his ability

conce)tion. llese predictions were confirmed in the first series of



experimental tests (Webstet, 1969); evaluations from a 'high ability

evaluator' were show. to affect the ability conceptions and future

behaviors of subjects, while evaluations from a 'low ability evaluator'

were shown to be far less likely to do so.

Acwever, one interesting result of these first experiments was

that the opinions of a low ability evaluator were oct totally ignored.

They were shown to be less likely to affect the cognitions and future

actions of the individual, but they did produce a measurable effect in

some cases. This result suggests the desirability of developing a

more complete conceptual understanding of the ways in which individuals

incorporate information from their environments in general, and evalua-

tions of ability from others in partifular. The perspective we adopt

is one shared by a family of theories which arc loosely grouped

together as 'information theory.'

From an information theoretic approach, the individual is viewed

as an information processing system; he is considered to perceive,

interpret, and assimilate data from the external environment, and the

cognitions and the future actions of the individual are assImed to be

directly affected by the natere of the 'information' data wiich he

perocives. At the same time, it is clear that not all of the "input"

ser;ory data can be called useful "information;" in any environment,

ther simply are too many individual pieces of data, too many sensory

stimuli, fo: an individual tc attend to all of 0-.Q11, or to make sense

of all of them. 'therefore, he must select those data which arc useful

and igi.ore or discard the rest.
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The mechanisms of this selective process are important to an

understading of cognitions and actions from an information-theor.:tit_

point ()I view. Tc, u destai.d how irlividuals accept and it lize

information, w need nswars to the following questions: Which types

of information art_ perceived to be useful, and which are likely to be

ignored? What effect does the individual source of the information

have in determining the effect of the message? How does the raw

"sensory input" become translated into useful "information"? What

effect upon cognitions and future behavior does information i,1 e, once

it has been "accepted" by the individual?

We will attempt partial answers to these general questions by

addressing two more specific questions: (1) Row does the individual

utilize conflicting information from various sources? and (2) How does

the individual utilize congruent ihfonpation from two differentiated

sources, or from two equivalent sources? We will examine these

questions by using data fron a series of similar experiments, conducted

at different times, but with comparable subject pools and nearly

identical experimental procedures. We will examine and Lest six

nossible models of how individuals process information.

mechanisms by which individuals combine information have been

s'udied by several other researchers. In work most closely related to

our cr Berger and Fisek (1970) analyzed the ro,ults of experiments

in which subjects were told by the experimenter that they possessed

eith( r high ability at two tasks, low :oility at both, or high at one

task and low at the other. Their analysis was concerned wit'n distin-

guishing between what ,-11ey called a 'combining' mechanism and a

3
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'balancing' mechanism. Their results indicate that subjects seemed to

utilize both possible sources of information (combining) in forming

their cognil ;ions, rather than selectthg only one and ignoring the other

balancing),

Our experimental situation differs from that of Berger and iisek

in that our evaluations are not made by an "omnipotent" experimenter,

so the subjects may not percive then to be completely reliable. Thus,

in addition to providing z. test of similar ideas in a different setting,

our experiimmts provide a situatior, in which it is possible that

subjects can ignore information.

Our series of ex9eriments were conducted as part of a program which

extended and tested a theory of the effects of others' evaluations of

perfc,rmance upon the individual's conceptions of his own, and others',

abilities to perform specific tasks. The theory and the purpose of

the experiments have been reported in other works (Sobieszek, 1971;

Webster, 1969, 1970; Webster and Sobieszek, 1970 and forthcoming); only

those aspects relevant to the models and the model testing we will

perform here will be described in this work.

The experiment consists of two phascs. In Phase 1, pairs of

subjects enter th2 laboratory and perform a task which requires them

to mike 20 binary j,...dgments about a series of slides. Each jodgment is

communicated to a third individual who has been described as possessing

eithcr unusually high ability to make the!-:e judgments, or unusually

low ability. This third individual, the evaluator, supposedly decides

whether each subject's judgment is correct, and comrdunicates this

information to him. Actually, the situation is controlled in a number

4
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of ways (see Webster, 1970, for details).

At the end of the series of 20 slides in Phase I, the evaluator

announces his "opinion" of the ;:ubjects' performances. He gives each

subject either a high proportion of positive evaluations or a high

proportion of negative evaluations. At this point, if a subject

believes the evaluator, ire should think that he is either very good

at the task, or that he is very poor at the task. Thus there are two

possible values for the evaluator's ability (high or low), and two

possible types of evaluations given to a slbject (highly positive or

highly negative). The evaluator may have either high ability or low

ability (the H and L conditions), and he mc.y have told the subject

that he is much better than his partner (the [ V ] condition) or that

he is much worse than his partner (the t - ] condition).

The data from the experiment are gathered in Phase II, when a

second series of slides is presented. For each sl :.de, each subject

makes an 'initial choice' which is communicated to his partner. The

subject then restudieF the slide, and then makes a private 'final

eloice.' Communication is again controlled, so that objects are told

that their initial choices are in virtually continual dit.aueenL,nt.

The h sic prediction of the theory is that the higher the subject's

conception of his own ability relative to that of his partner, the

less likely he is to accept influence when he is told that tl-wfr initial

choices conflict. The relative conception of ability is predicted to

be deternined both by the evaluations received in Phase 1, and by the

perceived competence of the evaluator, which was announced t.y, the

experimenter. The pro;)ortion of times that aubjects in each condition

5
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resolve disagreements in favor of self, P(s), is recorded as the main

statistic used to test these predictions. For ex maple, a subject who

refused to change any of his initial choices would have a P(s) = 1.00;

a subject who changed 16 out of the 20 disagreeing initial choices

would have a P(s) of .20.

Combining the notation for the evaluator's ability and for the

nature of his evaluation for this experiment, the theory predicts the

following order of experimental conditions by the P(s) statistic:

li[i-1,-1,[ +]>L[-]:41[-].
1

Results from 80 subjects in this experiment

which we will refer to as the "single-source" experiment -- are given

in Table 1.
2

TABLE 1

P(s) Values for the Single Source Experimcnt
(first 5 trials omitted)

Condition n P(s)

1. H[ +] 19 .79

2. 11[+] 19 .64

3. IJ-1 20 .56

4. H[ ..] 18 .46

In Corms of testing the theory which guided this research, it is

significant in Table 1 nat the observed ordering of conditions by

P(s) data is the same as the predicted ordering.

In terms of our examination of. how individuals :c.,:ept and utilize

information, three other lasts at- significant. Firs', the observed

ordering of conditions indicates that the indiviCual. 11AS 'acc:ctedi and

6
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incorporated the evaluation information in Phase I of the experiment,

and has used it to determine a feature of his behavior in Phase II.

Second, not only is the relative evaluation information urilLzed

(the P(s) for respective [4-] conditions .,3 greater than he P(s) for

[-] conditions), the source of the information is also utilized (the

effect of either positive or negative evalua'. s from the H is

greater than the effect of the same evaluations from the L). Third,

in those conditions of the experiment where the only information

available was from an individual described as possessing unusually ]ow

ability (the L conditions), subjects did not totally disregard the

evaluations; the P,;s) for the L[+] condition was greater th-- the F(s)

for the Lt-] condition.

Thus we identify two determinants of the effect of an evaluation

upon the subject's cognitive_ state and upon his subsequent actions:

(1) the positive or negative nature of the evaluation, and (2) the high

or low ability of the person making the evaluation. In order to use

this information to describe precisely how subjects utilize information

from two evaluators -- both when that information is consistent. and

when the two evaluators disagree with each other -- we Aced some

estimate of the "stn.tngth of cffect" of each of these factors. We need

some sort of "baseline estim-tor" from which we can assess the additional

positive or negative v.ffects of the evaluator and of the evaluation.

Such an estimator would be the P(s) value which is derived from

an experiment in which the Phase evaluations were never communicated

to subjects. They were told that their performances were being

f,valuated in Phz,se I, but that they would not be told the evaluations

7



until after the entire study was completed. All other details of

Phase I and of Phase II were identical to the experiment previously

described, This experiment may he called the 'no source' experiment,

or 0-S. Since the subjects do not know how they've been evaluated

in the first phase of this experiment, they enter the Phase II

disagreements either with unformad ability conceptions, or with

conceptions determined by factors external to the experiment. The

P(s) the pr000rtIon of times that subjects would not change their

in'lAal choices -- oherved in the 0-S situation ts:

Condition n P(s)

0-S 30 .62

If we take the .62 probability from the 0-S as the estimate of

the baseline effect of th2 disagreements without any evaluations and

subtract it algebraically from each condition of the single source

experiment, we get a table of "evaluation weights," shown in Table 2.

These weights are an estimate of the combined effect of the evaluator

and the evaluation in each of our 111+), 11[-J, 1,[+1, and L[-)

conditions.

TAME 2

Estimated Evalt,ation Weights Por The
Single Source Experiment

Evaluation Sleight

11+ .17

- .1r1

L+ + .02
L- - ,06

1'1



The P(sj figures observed for the first experiment and shown in

Table 1 could be determined from knowledge of the 'baseline estimator'

figure of .62 and the 'evaluation weights' for this experimental

situation shown in Table 2. Thus, using the baseline estimator and

our evaluation weights, we can predict the P(s) values from other

experiments in which there are two Phase I evaluators.
3

We can

predict the P(s) values in situations where these two evaluators

possess either equal ability or different ability, and where they

either agree or disagree as to -.lie nature of their evaluations of

performance.

It is interesting to note one feature cf the estimates obtained

from the single source and the 0-S experiments. From the figures

shown in Table 2, the effect of either a positive or a negative

evaluation from a high ability evaluator is about the same: the

positive evaluation from him adds .17 to the baseline estimator value,

and the negative evaluation subtracts .16. however, the effect of a

negativL evaluation from a Iow ability evaluator in this situation

appears to be three times as great as the effect of a positive

evaluation; the negative evaluation subtracts .06 fros the baseline

estimator, and the positive evaluation adds only .02. It should be

notol, however, that the parameters for effect of various evaluations

have been estimated from minimal information; only one condition was

used to obtain each estimate. Consequently it dces not seem wise to

attach a large amount of confidence to the exact values.
4

Successful prediction of tLe res. ts of experiments where evalu-

ators are of equal or different ability, and where th-25, either agree

9
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or disagree on evaluations, depends upon the way in which individuals

are believed to combine information in this situation. This combining

'process' may be represented by a variety of models, derived from a

corresponding variety of substantively different theories of how

information is utilized. We will consider six such models which seem

to represent intuitively plausible assumptions as to how information

is combined, and which make distinguishable predictions for behavior

in this experimental situation.

Two additional experiments were conducted for which our models

may make predictions. Both involved subjects in Phase I receiving

evaluations from two evaluators. In the first experiment (n = 84),

or.e eva'uator in every group was described as possessing unusually

high ability, and the other, as possessing unusually low ability.

'these two evaluators either agreed (conditions 1 and 5 in Table 3)

or disagreed (._onditions 2 and 4) on their evaluations of each

subject's performances. In the second experiment (n = 30), shown

as condition 3, both evaluators were described as possessing unusually

high task ability, and they disagreed cn their evaluations of each

subject's ability. The observed P(s) values from these five conditions

are r,hown in Table 3.

1(3
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TABLE 3

P(s) Values for the Two Source Experiments

Coadition n

21

20

27

20

21

P(s)

.80

.75

.67

.57

.42

The Models and the Testing

Our predictions of tbc! P(s) values for thee five conditloas

will depend upon the model employed to describe how individuals combine

information in this situation. We will examine six models which

fall into two general categories: additive models and operator

models. Additive models assume that the combining process may be

adequately represented by a summation of available information -- the

individual "adds" units of information, which nay or may lot be equal

in importance, to arriv.? at the total informatLor ich forms the

basis, for his action. Operator models assume that the individual

performs some more complicated 'operation' upon the unit of information

before assimilating it. fn this experimental situation, for example,

one simple additive model would assume that the inrividual adds up

the evaluations from two sources to come to a total "weight" which

he ar.signs to the information. A simple or-rc.tor i[odel would assume

that there is some 'baseline effect', such as the i(s) from the 0 -S

experinent, which is then proportionally altered by the effect of

11
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4.

evaluations and the ability of the evaluator. Therefore, the

estimates derived frcm an operator model are a function of the

baseline probability, while the estimates derived from additive

models are independent of the baseline probability. Since additive

models assume the more simple c mbining process, we will examine

them first.

The general form of the additive models is shown by

Po EH+ EL+ P11 +1.+

Where P
o

= P(s) for the 0-S experiment, Em. = the estimated evaluation

weight of a positive evaluation from the high ability evaluator, EL+

the estimated evaluation weight of a positive evaluation from the low

ability evaluator, and P
H+L+

= P(s) for the 11[+]1.1+1 condition of the

two-source experiment.

When the individual is aware chat more than one other individual

is giving him opinions, a first step in utilizing this information is

to decide whether to accept ill available data, or to "perceive it

selectively" and ignore some of it. in this ,xperimental situation,

the ci,lestion is whether a st0-ject who is receiving evaluations from

two evaluators will "pay attention" to both of them, or whether he

will sim;,lify the situation co;nitively by choosing only oi.e of then.

The first ..')del we will examine tests the latter process.

1. The Singly Source Model

Me single source model assumes that in the case. of more than

one potential source or evaluation the individual will accept

information from only one. Thus it becomes necessary to specify

which cne will be accepted and which ignored.

12
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A basis for making this specification is provided in the original

theory which guided these experiments, and which was supported in the

results of the original single source experiments shown in Table 1.

The high ability evaluator was shown to be more effective than the

low ability evaluator. Therefore, if our model asserts that the

individual will accept only one potential source of information,

when both a high ability evaluator and a low ability evaluator are

available, it is reasonable to expect that the individual will accept

the high ability evaluator and will ignore the low ability evaluator.

For these experiments, this process would have two consequences:

First, the P(s) from the H[] condition would be the same as the

P(s) from the H[+]L[+] and the 11[+]14-] conditions. Second, the

P(s) from the 11[-] condition would be the same as t:.e P(s) from the

11[-]1,[-] and the H[-]1,[+] conditions. In each case, the 1,[+] or

1[ -] would be ignored.

For the case of two disagreeing high ability evaluators -- the

H[+][1[ -] experiment -- it is diricult to predict which of them would

be accepted. To obtain a simple estimate of P(s), we can assume

that half the subjects in this experiment will accept only the

positive evaluations of self and half will accept only the negative

evaluations of self. Thos,-.. who accept the 1 {[±1 evaluation will

display the same P(s) as subjects wh,, re rived .2ositive evaluations

of self from only one high ability evaluator in the single source

experiments. Those who accept the lt[-] evaluation will display the

P(s) of subjects in the comprable condition in the single sours-2

experiment. The tespecti"e P(s) figures for these two conditions

13
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are .79 and .46, which we can average to obtain an estimate of .63

for the Il[4]11[-] experiment from this model.

The P(s) figures predicted by this single source model are shown

in Table 4, with the figure for the H[ +]H[ -] experiments in brackets,

to indicate that an additional assumption was required to get the

predicted figure.

TABLE 4

The Single Source Model:
Expected and Observed P(s) Values

Condition Expe;:ted P(s) Observed P(s) Discrepancy
(lexp.-obs.1)

1. 11[+]L[+] .79 .80 .01

2. 1[[+]1,[-] .79 .75 .04

3. U[A-]ll[-] [.63] .67 (.04]

4. Ii[. ]L[+] .46 .57 .11

5e 11[-]14- 46 .42 .04

The general additive model

P
o
+ E + E

L+
= P

11+L+

was used for calculating the predicted figures, with the restriction

for the two evaluation system that EL+ E= = 0. Therefore,

P
o
+ F

it+ }I +1+.

Ccmp3rison of predicted with observed figures in Table 4

indicates that this first model provides a close prediction of the

P(s) for condition I, and fairly c?ose predictions for conditions 2,

3, acid 5. The prediction is less close for condition 4.

20
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2. The Single Source Given Disagreement Model

This model, a variant of the first, assmes that when all sources

are giving consistent information, the tendency of the individual is

to accept more than one source. When potential sources disagree i

their information, then the individual will choose one of them and

dis-J:egard the other, as ia the single source model. More precisely,

this second model assumes that in conditions 1 and 5 of the experiments,

the individual will follow zn additive process for consistent informa-

tion; he will add the bits of information from each potential sc,orce.

In conditions 2, 3 and 4 -- where sources disagree -- the individual

will react as he did for the single source model and accept only one

source. Table 5 presents the predicted and observed P(s) values for

this second model.

TA;;EE 5

The Single Source Given Pi5ngre,ment Model:
Expected and Observed P(s) Values

Condition Expected P(s) Observed P(s) Discrepancy
([exp.-obs.I )

1. rH-11.4-u .81 .80 .01

2. EH-1L[-] .79 .75 .04

3. EH-D-1[ -] .63] .b7 [.04]

4. E[ -],[ +] .46 .57 .11

5. 111-)L[ -] .40 .42 .02

this elaborated model provide; a good fit to the observed data

for condition 1, and a better fit than the single source model for

condition 5, while retaining 0-,e same predictions of conditions 2, 3

21
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and 4 as the single source model.. The single source given disagree-

rilnt model, then, provides a better overall fit than the simple

single source model, the simplest of the 'balancing' models.

3. The Simple Additive Model

Thf_s model assumes that the individual accepts all information

available in the situation and simply snms it in order to arrive at

a useful conclusion, 1'1.e individual ,adds up all available information,

both when sources agree and when they disagree, in the manner

postulated only for cases of agreeing, sources in model The

formula far calculating predicted values for the simple additive

model is the same as the general additive model, with no restrictior,3:

P
o

+ E
A+

+
L+

P
A4-1,+ .

Table 6 reports the predicted and observed

?(s) valves, using the s.:.mple additive model.

TABLE 6

The Simple Additive Model:
Expected and Observed P(s) values

Condition Expected P(s) Observed P(s) -1 Discrepancy
exp.-obs.1)

1. 'Hf-i-J1J+) .81 .80 .01

11- 1 -)L[-) .13 .75 .02

3. .53 .67 .04

4. 1lj1j4j .43 .51 ,09

5. 11-114-3 1 0 .42 .02

The simple additive rodcl i.vcs a better overall it to the

obscroed data than either the single source model or the single

16
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source given disagreement model. It retains P2's good pre-

dictions of conditions 1 and 5, provides the same fit as models #1

and #2 for colidition 3, and laas a better fit for conditions 2 and 4

than either previous model. Also for condition numter 3, the

predicted P(s) and observed discrepancy are no longer bracketed,

since both the HE-1-] and the 11[-] are weighed in tnis model.

In addition, we may note greater conceptual simplicity of

the simple additive model compared to the single source given

disagreement model. Both on grounds of theoretical simplicity and

on grounds of accuracy of empirical prediction, the simple additive

model is to be favored over either of the two 'balancing' models.

4. The Averaging Effects Model

Our fourth model asserts that the total effect of each additional

potential piece of information is diminished by the effec'. of every

previous piece of information -- in other words, that information from

more than one of several equivalent sources is 'averaged' to produce

the final cognition. In our ..?xperimental situation, this model would

predict that the effect of a negative evaluation from a low ability

evaluator would decrease the strength of effect of a positive

evaluation from a high ability ,2valuator. The general form of an

averaging model is

+ Hi- 1- L1,4

where k is the number of potential sources of information, and the

other terms are interpreted as in the previous models.

17



In any empirical operation, the averaging model seems most

plausible for situations where the available information is incon-

sistent. But it does not seem likely that consistent information

would be averaged. To assert that individuals average information

from one high ability evaluator and one low ability evaluator when

the evaluators !free is t assert that the agreement from the low

ability evaluator in some t,ay decreases the subjects' confidence

in the information fr-u the high ability evaluator.

Although it seems intuitively unlikely, this assertion can

be plausibly argued. The low ability evaluator in these experiments

is expected to make some mistakes in his evaluations, and if the

high ability evaluator always agrees with him, then the high ability

evaluator may be makihg a few mistakes also. Thus, the agreement of

a low ability evaluator may be a factor in reducing the crcilibility

of the high ability evaluator.

We first make the assumption, then, that the averaging model

may be applied t,, all cases. Table 7 presents a comparison of the

0!-,served 1(;) values and those which arc predicted from a simple

;,%;eraging model.

24
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TABLE 1

The Simple Averaging Modrl:
Expected and Observed P(s) Vz'ues

Condition Expected P(s) Observe'' P(s) Discrepanc:
(I exp. -obs. )

1. HHI,[+] .72 .80 .08

2. 11[ +]L[-] .68 .75 .07

3. li[+]11[-] .63 .67 .04

4. h[-]L[+] .55 .57 .02

5. hr-}1[ -] .51 .42 .09

Compared to the simple additive model, the simple averaging

model give, the same preriction for condition 3 and a bAter pre-

diction for condition 4. However, tho simple additive model gives

better predictions for conditions 1, 2, and 5. Thus the simple

averaging model iE better than the simple additive model for only

one case; however, that case is the oae for which the simple additive

model gives a particularly poor predict-'on.

5, 'Averacing Given hisajoement- Otherwise Additive' Model

in the previous averag:.ng model, we assumed the condition that

aving o-r,:a-s in all cases. For model we assume the more

intt!'tivAy lii condition -- that the individual averages infor-

;:,,,tivn only when he is cxposcc: to inconsistency; that is, in those

of the .Terimcni when the ev;:luators disagree. We makt the

further asst:!0.).en ',:hat the simple additive model should be applied

in cses of nxeemcnt, since it provided chat hest fit to those

(o,)(1:tions, 'fable 8 presents the results of predicted and oaserve,



P(s), using a model which assumes a simple additive process when

information is consistent, and averaging when it is inconsistent.

TABLE 8

The Averaging Given Disagreement Otherwise Additive Model:
Expected and Observed P(s) 1alues

Condition Expected P(s) Observed P(s) Discrepancy
(lexp.-obs.1)

1. 11[4-]L[+] .81 .80 .01

2. H[4]L[-! .68 .75 .07

3. tif-HH[-] .63 .67 .04

4. H[-]1J+] .55 .57 .02

5. H[ -1L[ -1 .40 .42 .02

The 'averaging-given-disagreemel,u.otherwise-additive' model

retains the good prediction of condition 4 from the simple averaging

model, and it incorporates the good predictions of conditions 1 and

5 from the simple additive model. All predictions from this model

are rasonably close to t'ie obseved data. Compared to the

predictions from the simple additive model, however, predictions

fro. tl e ..,:craw,ing-given-disagreement anr not sfgni" antly better.

the additive model makes a considerally he prediction for

condition 2, while the averhginr;-given-disagreem, _ makes a better

prediction of condition 4. Loth models make the same prediction

for condition 3. Therefore, on the criterion nE empi:ical prediction,

the choice between these modcir, is not clear-cut.

For simplicity, the simply' addi.,:ive model is clearly pr:lerable.

The averaging- given - disagreement model requires that an additional

2 6
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assumption be made, and moreover, it provides no theoretical reason

for using the simple additive model in car,es where the available

information units are consistent. For the tests shown in Table 8,

the simpledditive model was us 1,1 fiart the consistent evaluation

conditions on the ad noc grounds that it provided a E,L.,od fit to

observed data, but acceptance of the 'averaging-given-disagreement-

otherwise-additive' model would require a mare complete justification

for doing this. Such a justification, of course, remains to be

worked out. Therefore, on grounds of theoretical simplicity, and

expecially in view of the fact that the simple additive model

provides a reason ,hly good fit of the luta, we conclude that it is

to be preferred over the averaging- given - disagreement :aodel.

6. A SiTple Operator Model

An operator model assumes that an individual processes information

through a multiplicative rather than an additive process. This

model takes the 0 -S probability of rejecting influence (.62) as a

baseline. This is multiplied by an est'mate of the multiplicative

effect of positive or uegative evaluations Trom a high ability or

a low ability evaluator to obtain the. observed P(s) of the condition.

These estimates of multiplicative effect will be represented by

alphas.

In order to obtain the esti,late of alpha for a positive

evaluation from a high ability evaluator, for example, we take the

0 -S P(s) figure as the estimate of baseline effect of no evaluator

and then determine the pugre by which it must be multiplied in

order to obtain the observed P(s) for the H[+] condition.

21
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Thus, the formula for obtaining the alpha-estimate for the H-1-

condition is

0( H-f- Po 0( H+ h4
= P or p

P
0

Using this general formula and solving for the alpha estimates of

the H[+], L[4-], 1[ -] and ti[ -] conditions, we get the values shown

in Table J.

TABLE 9

Alpha-Fstimates for the Operator Model

Parameter Estimate

c 11+ 1.274

c .742

L+ 1.032

cg L- .903

These alpha estimates are dependent upon the 0-S probability.

They are estimates of the proportional increase in the initial 0-S

probability which is caused by the high or low ability evaluator

and by the positive or nega1-Ame evaluation. In comparison, the

additive models use estimates of effect of evaluation which are

independent of the 0-S probability. That is, one may speak of the

effect of a positive evaluation from a high ability evaluator as

having a value of +.17 (shown in '[able 2), and this value could be

added to whatever the baseline probability for no evaluator might

be it a particular experimental situation.
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This is not the case for the operator model. The alpha-estimates,

since they speak o'J a proportior.al increase over the given baseline

probablity for the given situation, are specific to the experimental

situation and to the nibject pool used. Ore could not use alpha-

estimates f7om one exPerimental situation in a different situation,

nor use alpha - estimates from one subject pool in another subject pool.

The general form for the operator model is given by

0(q+ 'tkL+ P
o

= P
,

where P
o

is the P(s) for the 0 -S experiment, and 1'H4I+ is the predicted

value for the 11[1-11,f+Vexperiment. Using this formula, the P(s)

values shown in Table JO 1.ould be predicted for the two evaluator

experiments.

TABLE 10

The Operator Model:
Expected and Observed P(s) Values

Condition Expected P(s) Observed P(s) Discrepancy
(lexp,-ohs.1)

1. Vf+1H[+] .82 .80 .02

2. h[111,[-] .71 .75 .04

3. .c8 .67 .09

h[-]11(1-} .47 .57 .10

5. 111-111-i .41 .42 .01

The operator model does not do a particularly satisfctory

job of predic:ing the observed values for the two evalialor

experiments. Only for conditions 1 and 5 are the prtActions

resonably :lose to the observed figures; for conditicms 3 and 4
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the fit is poor, arta for condition 2 it is moderate. Compared to

the additive models, the operator model does less well than any

of them at predicting the observed figures. In particular the fit

by the operator model is considerably poorer t,ian it was by the

simple additive model, the one which generally made the best

predictions. Based upon these comparisons: we conclude that the

additive models as a set, and especially the simple additive model,

are preferable to the operator model both for conceptual simplicIty

and adequacy empirical predictions.

Discussion and implications for Future Work

The results of our model testing support the following conclusions.

First, among the additive models, the simple additive model is

preferable. It is the simplest model and the one which makes the most

satisfactory predictions of observed data. Second, the additive

models as a group are preferable to the operator model for the same

reason: the additive models are simpler, and they enable better

predictions of the observed data.

In terms of the more general question of how individuals accept

information from a variety of potential sources, many theories of

cognitive consistency argue itiat individuals will accept consistent

information, but will distort information which is inconsistent

(Heider, 1946; Secord and Va.:],11, 1961). Da the other hand, other

information processing theories assert that the individual accopts

all types of information without regard to consistency, and that his

final set of cognitions is partially detetmined by the total of

availble information. In our studies, the former process 49



represented by the 'single source' and the ';tingle source given

disagreement' of the additive models; the latter, by the 'simple

additive' and the 'averaging' models. The results of the comnariGons

of predicted and observed effects support the latter models and thus,

the latter process.

Recent experimental work by Berger and Fisek (1970) also has

attempted to differentiate between these zwo processes (which they

called, respectively, 'balancing' and 'combining'). Their results

were partially consistent with ours; they found support for the

combining process. However, Berger and Fisek reported results which

were restricted to cases in which individuals had conflicting

informati.on from two sources who were identical in 'plausibility,'

or in likelihood of being accepted. In our experiments, the

'plausibility' of the low ability evaluator may be considered to

be lower than that of the high ability evaluator. The advantage

of this differential is that it is possible to distinguish the

res .lts of 'averaging' in our experiments from the results of

ignoring both potential sources of information, something which

Beri.er and Fisek note was not possible in their experiments

reported to date. For example, the P(s) for the H[+]1,[+] condition

shown in Table 3 differs from both the P(s) for the H[1-] condition and

the li[ +W-] condition. This is consistent only with t;:e interpretation

that subjects accept information from both potential sources and then

combine it.

Our results also differ slightly from those of Berger and

Fisek in that they tested only one model of each type (combining and

25
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balancing), while we tested several, slightly difforing versions.

In 7.1-Leral, our results are consistent with theirs: the evidence for

some: sort of combining process was strcnger than the evidence for a

bal3ncing process. The model which Berger and 'Fisek proposed and

for which they found support seems most closely related to our

vavevaging' model (#4); that 4.s, the model which asserts that

lAdividuals will accept several sources of information and combine

them by weighing each bit of info: -ation. Ithile this model made

eiriy good predictions to our observed data, the simple additive

model (413) made even better predictions. The simple additive model

proposes that the individual combines information, not by weighing

it, but simply by summing bits of contradictory or consistent

information, The processes assumed in both models are roughly

similar. However, it is possible to distinguish between the exac:

form of the process expected from the two models, and our results

provide the better support for model #3. Thus it seems accurate to

consider our results cs a refinement of the theoretical ideas

proposed by Berger and Fisek.

In the future work, these models might be applied to a third,

series of experiment: in which tle number of evaluators, tile perceived

ability of the evaluators, or the nature of the positive and negative

evaluations from the evaluators are systematically varied. For

example, predictions may be extended from any of these models to

cases of more than 2 evaluators, and these could be tested

empirically by adding an evaluator to the basic experimental situation.

Experimental tests of this sort would have three evaluators of subjects

in Phase I of the experiments, and the same series of critical trials

in Phase II for collecting data.

26
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Two consideration:; would have to be taken into account in such

'three evaluator' expecimonts. First, the parameter values used in

some of these models would have to be altered for three evaluator

experiments, or some constant factor would have to be introducLA in

order to prevent empirically impossible predictions. Using the

present evaluator effect estimates and alpha estimates, several oi

these models would predict P(s) values of less than 0 or of wiore than

1.0 for cases of three high ability evaluators. In fact, the alp7la

estimtes used f?r the operator model (#6) would predict a P(5) o2

more than 1.0 for a two evaluator experiment in which two hir;11

ability evaluators both gave the subject positive evaluations. The

evaluation effect estimates used would predict a P(s) of .96 from

a simple additive model ( ) for the same 11[+]11[+] experiment.

Therefore, application of these models to the three evaluator

situation would require some adjustment of the parameter: or of

the models in order to avoid such empirically meaningless c:,:tcomes.

Second, applicati)n of these models to the three evalunt,:n.

situation would have to take accoJr.L of a 'ceiling, effect' and a

'C'ocr effec' ' in the observable P(s) values this experimental

situation. In view of past wor'.4. on these experients, it teens

111:cly that P(s) valAes il--)vc. .30 (ceilth;;) or below .20 (floor)

are very unlikely to be obse-:vcd fa this iituatIon. One reason. for

the !floor' can be appreciated in terms of 'person orientation,'

(Wobster, 1970), which is the desire to have the Cinal Lhoices in

th'.o situation reflect the su?..ject's own ahilit7, rather than a

willing css to obtain the ccrrect answer regardless of whether it

3 '3
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is the subject's own answer or his partner's. To a noticeable

extent in these experiments, subjects display resistance on any

given trial to accept an answer from their partner, even when they

believe it is more likely to be correct than their own initial

choice. Such resistance is sometimes explained by subjects in the

post-session interviews as "1 like to rake my own decisions," or

"I stick to my own choice, even though it may be wrong." Experi-

mental designs may be altercd in the attempt to minimize person

orientation, 'ant it has not yet been possible to eliminate its

effects from the situation.

Cne reason for the 'ceiling' effect (as well as an additional

reason for the 'floor' effect) ciay be understood when the operational

meaning of a P(s) of .80 is considered: In en experiment with 20

critical trials, a P(s) of .80 means that the subject brs changed

his initial choices on (Ally 4 slides. While occasionally it .

cbs2tved that subjects will change even fewer than 4 initial

choiccs, in any group where individuals are oriented to teamwork,

or whLre they have a collective orientation to the task, it is

unliLly that nn individual will change fuller than four of this

int.a] choices; this would se;n to require an almost total

nisreg;.trd for the partner',, opinions,

these quafflicati,:s in mired, predictions from these models

could be made to the tIree evallator cases; for example to:

1. :11-1-i1![41144)

2. P. H. In [-F )1,

3, II 1,±Di I

4. If [-i-jiif-Jhf-;
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Comparison of cases 3 and 4 would be interesting in considera-

tion of the 'combining' vs. 'balancing' issue in accepting information.

II the balancing approach were to Le supported, subjects in case 3

would ba expected to form high self-evaluations which would be equiva-

lent to the evaluations formed in the 11[+] condition of the single

evaluator experiment in the first series; and subjects ir. ease 4

would be expected to form low self-evaluations which were equivalent

to those formed in the E[ -] condition of the single source experiments.

If the combining approach were to be supported, subjects in case 3

should form lower self-evaluations than those in the equivalent

conditions of the single evaluator experiments, and those in case

4 would form higher self-evaluaLihs than those in the equivalent

condition of the single evaluator experiment.

Comparisons could also- be drawn between cases 2 and 3 above,

for the same purpose. If the 'sigle source' formulation were to be

supported, the P(s) for cases 2 and 3 should be the same. If an

averiging or a simple additive model were to lk supported, they should

diff.:,r with case 2 case 3.

The intuitive appeal of the single sgrt.s. e model described in

this paper rests upon the belief that an individttal confronted with

a variety of potential sources of information must choose between

them on some basis. In the case of a large number of possible sources

of information, it seems intuitively plausible to expect that the

individual will simply disregard some sources entirely. Our test

ci file single source model:, for the two evaluator case indicates that

individuals in this situation can attend equally to two evaluators

f
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at once. Establishing the point at which s,dectivity becomes noticeable

would be important for extending either an additive model or an operator

model cf combining information. This wchld be especially true if

tie threshold were low, as it would be, for example, if some dis-

regarding became noticeable with only three evaluators.

Finally, the numerical values used in this ,cork for parAmeter

estimates of effect of evaluation for the additive models m,:rit s,me

discussion. First, comparisons may be drawn between the eatiiL3L.2s of

eiect of a puAtive evaluation vs. a negative c,raluation from the

same evaluator, by comparing the estimates of the 11+ to H- and the

estimates of to L- shown in Table 2. The estimates of effect o1

evaluatins from a high ability evaluator do not differ appreciably:

positive evaluation is predicted to raise the P(s) by .17; and

negative evaluation, to lower the P(s) by .16. However the estimates

of effect of evaluations from the Ie., ability evaluator do differ

appreciably: pcsitive evaluations are predicted to rase the P(s)

by only .02, and negative evaluations, to lower the P(s) by .06.

In absolute terms, the difference between .02 sad .06 is small, and

it is possible to ascribe it to chance factors operative in this

eperimental sitaution. I;nt these estimates cnablc quite good pre-

dictions for the second series of experiments, in ullich there were

evaluations from a low ability cvaloator. Moreover, though the

absolute diffenaLce between .02 and .06 is small, the proportional

difference is coasiderable. Therefore, we may ascribe some reliability

to 0.ese figures, and n.ly ::1,ider an implication of thi proportional

difference.
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The idea is frequently expressed in social psychology that indivi-

duals in some sense 'prefer' a positive self-image, and thus that they

will act, either behavioraliy or ._ognitively, *o maximize the actual

or the perceived positive evaluations they receive from others. One

way of maximizing positive evaluations received from others is to emit

behaiors valued by those others; for example, Zetterberg (1957)

has postulated that individuals will give 'compliance' in return fa=

positive evaluations. A second vay to maximize positive evaluations

is cognitively to distort evaluations from others; either to change

the valence of negative evaluations, or to ignore a greater proportion

of negative than of positive evaluations. The b_aavioral means of

seeking positive eval.lations was not available to subjects in our

experiments, but the ..ignitive means was available.

For the high d' ;lity evaluator cases, it may not be surprising

that the effects the positive evlautions and the negative evaluations

were virtmall). ntical. Ihe high ability evaluate: is one whose

opinions would de difficult to ignore from an theoretical or intuitive

viewpoint. But there is some: reason to believe that the low ability

evaluator may be overlooked by some subjects. Indeed, this Is a central

al>sc..tien of tic theory under test in these experiments: the low

ability evaluLor is perceived to be less competent to evaluate peefor-

LanLe, and Li: is less likely to become a 'significant other' whose

evaluations b,:c _ fart of the self-evalt.atioA of the individual.

In of these considerations, it is striking that it is the

cvalmaci 6 from the low ability evaluator which have the

smaller , t this siteacion. Whether his positive evaluations
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are ignored by a greater proportion of subjects, or whether all subjects

ignore a greater proportion of his positive evaluations (an independent

question which cannot be answered from the data we have presented here),

It is the positive evaluation3, not the negative evaluations, which

arc the more ignored. If confidence may be placed in our estimated

values, positive evaluations are ignored by a ratio of 3 to 1 over

negative evaluations. This interpretation, of cource, is directly

counter to an asserted tendency to maximize the self-image.

Also, one may compare the relative 'strengths of effect' of

the high and low ability evaluators. If we consider the estimates of

.16 and .17 to be reasonably accurate for the high ability evaluator,

and ;:he accurate estimate for the low ability evaluator to 5e some-

where between .02 and .06, then it is ,-!vident that the high ability

evaluator is about three to nine times as effective as the lou

ability evaluator in this situation. One simple interpretation of

this finding is that 'experts' are considerably more influential then

'non-experts' in determining an individual's estimate of his ability.

The large difference in our estimates of effect of the high aid

the low ability evaluators makes the routine practive of soliciting

multiple evaluations from others of doubtful competence appear unsound

In these experiments, for example, if one adopts the model which did

the best job of predicting data from the two evaluator experiments,

the simple additive model, then the effect of one single high ability

evaiaator is equal to Lie effect of from 3 to 9 low ability

evaluators. Especially in the exolvle of a school child, where the

desire may well be to rais, his self-evaluation, our estimates indicate

that it would require uniforily positive evaluations from nine separate
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low ability evaluators to equal the effects of a single high ability

evaluator. Of course the probability that nine individuals will give

unifonaally positive evalu.,tions of any Individual's performance is

likely to be rather low.

Implications for Education

Children in school systems are regularly confronted vith

evaluations from a wide variety of sources of their performance in

different areas. Their academic performance is evaluated by a

homeroom teacher and by teachers in special subjects, as well as

teaching aides o: student teachers. Substitute teachers occasionally

take over classes and are called upon to evaluate a child's written

or verbal performance. In non-academic areas such as athletics or

social skills, children are likely to receive evaluations not only

from those who evaluate as part of their role in the formal school

system (the teaching personnel), but also from other students, and

from adults such as parents. The ways in which a child makes use

of opinions and information from these various sources will be major

dete:minants of his self-evaluation at the various tasks and activities

which comprise school experiences.

A result which consistently appears in all of these experiments

(as well as in previous reports of Source experiments; for example,

in Webster, 1970; Sobieszek, 1971; Webster and Sobieszek, 1970) is

that it is the perceived abiliti of the evaluator, not his formal

authority or evaluative position within the social system, which

delendnes his effective.less. If he subject feels that the evalua-

tor his low ability, even when his evaluations are the only available
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information in the situation, the evidence is that they will be largely

unaccepted. Generalization of this finding may be made to the situation

of the teacher who is believed by the student to have low ability at

the subject he is teaching; for example, the mathematics teacher

who is suddenly called upon to substitute in English and who misuses

grammar. It also may be analogous to the situation of a nervous

teacher wbo, though highly competent in her subject, conveys to the

students the impression that she does not know her subject well.

The evidence from our experiments is that such individuals will be

ineffective in forming or in changing studeAts' conceptions of their

own abilities.

Toe ways in which individuals utilize multiple sources of

information, both when the potential sources agree and when they

disaTi-ee, are assumed to be different in the different models examined

in this work. Two results of the comparisons may be applied to the

school setting. First, it was found that both for cases of agreement

and disagicement between evaluators, a simple additive model gave the

most satisfactory predictions of observed results This means, for

example, that a student who is evaluated differently by two others

(two teachers, two other students, or one teacher and one student)

will accept evaluations from both of them. In cases where the

sources agree on their evaluations, the effects of more than ne

source will be greater than the effect of one. Positive evaluations

of classroom performance from two or more teachers will 'cumulate'

to produce a higher self-evaluation than would be produced as the

result of evaluations from only one teacher. In cases where the

sources disagree, the effect also will be cumulative; the student.
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will not choose to accept only one of them and ignore opinions from

the others. However, it should be remembered here twat the perceived

ability of the evaluators is extremely important in determining their

relative effects.

Second, the differential effect of positive and negative

evaluations from low ability evaluators may have important :onsequences

for the classroom. The effects of either positive or negative

evaluations from a high ability ev'luator are about equal; a teacher

perceived to be highly competent would be about equally effective

at raising or lowering a child's self-evaluation. However, an

evaluator of low perceived ability, such as a teacher's aide, may

well have differential effectiveness at raising or lowering the

child's self-evaluation. The evidence from these studies is that

the low ability evaluator is toiglily three times as effective at

lowering self-evaluations as he is at raising them. This implies

that a teacher's aide could not have much effect in raising a child's

self-evaluation in a classroom subject, but might have a noticeable

effect at lowering it. Put io more general terms, the results of

this model testing suggest that it may be easier for individuals

of low ability to lower the self - evaluations of other ti an to raise

them. Since many of the behaviors and attitudes which are considered

to ,ontribute to learning and to academic achievement are positively

correlated with a positive self-imago (for examples, see Entwisle

ano 1Jeh:.ter, 1970), this finding indicates a potential danger to

children, and steps may need Lo be taken to guard against the

unintenCed ef;:ect of evaluations from such individuals.
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FOOTNOTEF,

1

The explicit derivation of this prediction is contained in the
earlier report (Webster, 1965). The exact theoretical reasons for
the prediction are not central to this report and so are omitted;
however it should be clear from the predicted ordering that P(s) is
expected to vary directly with two factors: (1) the ability of the
evaluator, and (2) the relative proportion of positive evaluations
given to the subject.

2
There are 2C critical (disagreement) trials in all these

experiments. For all tables in this report, the P(s) were calculated
for the last 15 disagreement trials only. since there is reason to
believe that the first few trials of the disagreement phase are
used by the subject to adjust to an unfamiliar situation. Both
variance across trials and variance accoss subjects are higher for
the first block of 5 trials in these experiments than for any
subseciuent block of trials. Also, there is no theoretical reason
to expert a systematic change in results as a function of the
disagreement resolution process, nor is there evidence of such a
change in these experiments. For Clese reaJons, we conclude that
the final three blocks of trials provides the most representative
and stable estimate of P(s) for each condition.

Also, data from about 57,-104 of subjects in th experiments
were excluded from analysis, on grounds of considerable evidence
that subjects did not meet one or more conditions of the experimental
design. For example, subjects who clearly did not believe that
the disagreements were real could not he said to be accepting or
rejccting influence in making their final choices, and so were
excluded. Complete criteria for exclusion: as well as details on
how the inclusion/exclusion decisions were made are contained in
Webster, 1970.

3
Because we '-q.ake direct comparisons of data across these various

experiments, a word about comparability of the situations and of
the subject pools is in order. The designs of the various experi-
ments are all variants of a basic experimental situation developed
at Stanford by Joseph Berger and his associates. nifferec7es
between the experiments are slight, icing limited to the changes
required for tests of the different: ersions of the theory. The
difiSelences probably would not be noti.:eable to an ohsel,rer who was
not closely acquainted with the particular Cleory derivations under
test.

Subjects for the experimcnts reForted here were all volunteers
reel cited from English courses at a California Junior College. At

fte time of the experiments, nonc was under 17 years of age, and
nom. was ovcr 24. The sinn,le 3ot:rce experiments were conducted in

springy, 1968, with male subjects. With the excuotion of the
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H[ +11{[ -] condition, the two source experiments were conducted in
spring, 1969, with female subjects. The no source and the 11[1]H[-]
experiments were conducted during the summer, 1970, with female
subjects.

Though the time difference may have produced slight differences
in the subject pools, in terms of any of the frequently used
measures -- such as academic ability, SES of families, etc. -- there
was no change during the time these experiments were conducted.
All subjects were recruited from regular classes at the collego, not
from evening or summer sessions. The sex difference between the
single source experiments (male subjects) and the later experiments
(female subjects) conceivably could make direct comparisons of data
dangerous, but in the absence of specific information regarding the
effect of sex in these experiments, we have chosen to treat this
difference as inconsequential.

4
The self-evaluation theory which guided these experiments does

not give any reason to expecc that under some circumstances negative
evaluations would produce greater effect than positive evaluations
from the same evaluator, nor is there any feature of this general
experimental design which is clearly related to the observed effect.
Therefore it :.,fight seem reasonable to impose the added condition
that the effects of positive and negative evaluations from the same
evcluator have the same degree of effect, or more formally:
11111 = IH-F and 1L+I = 1L-1 . This restriction would offer the
advantage of increasing Cne amount of information used to estimate
tht 'evaluation effect' r rameters, for two conditions would be
used for each. As the , i'ost way of using two conditions, the
effects of the positive and negative evaluations from the same
source could be averaged, to obtain the following values:

Evmluation Weight

or -) .17

1.(1- or -) .04

i;o%ever, lherc is no readily apparent justification for adding such
d _.9Lriction to parameters, and use of the values shown above would
not change the results of any c.f the cemparisons to be made later in
this paper. Therkfore, we have decided to use the simplest estimates
of the evaluation effect t'.tramuters, those shown in Table 2, and
to note that they were estifoted on the basis of minimal information
(1.1ually, about 20 subjects for 15 trials, or 300 units of information).
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